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Vacations with families can strengthen relationships and make us feel like we are on the top of the
world. Even if it is a short or a long trip, vacations will always give us a fun filled atmosphere and
something to cherish thereafter. If you are planning for a trip, then why don't you think about exciting
and awe-inspiring Singapore? In order to taste Southeast Asia's blended tradition and modernity,
Singapore can be the perfect destination of your choice. As the dynamic nation is located in the
heart of Southeast Asia, one can experience the diversified Asian ethnicity, cuisines and languages.
You can even partly enjoy the culture and traditions of India, China, Vietnam and Thailand as they
are Singapore's neighboring countries.

With an area of 697.1 square kilometers, Singapore is considered as one of the smallest countries
in the world. People interested in visiting this country can easily reach here because it's situated at
the heart of Southeast Asia, between Malaysia and Indonesia. Moreover, the nation is famous for its
world class health care system, highly developed business organizations, well evolved infrastructure
and good transportation facilities. Singapore's Changi airport is ranked as the best among others on
its world class facility that connects you to over 200 destinations worldwide.

Some of the major attractive spots in Singapore are Sentosa Island, Singapore Zoo, Singapore
River, underwater world and Asian Civilizations Museum. For beach lovers, Sentosa Island can
provide exciting games and sea spots, as it is spread along the 3.2 kilometer of beautiful, sandy
beaches of Siloso, Palawan and Tanjong.  Some other attractive places in the Sentosa Island are
wax museums, butterfly parks, golf courses, musical fountains and an underwater world. Sentosa
stands out from others on its variety and versatility. Recently Sentosa has obtained its international
fame for hosting the nation's most exciting beach parties like the ZoukOut Dance Festival and
Siloso Beach Party.

Another exciting attraction in Singapore is its zoo. It is considered as the world's best rainforest zoo,
where you can plan your fun with ease. Night Safari is one of the most exciting trip packages in the
zoo. One can watch nearly 1,200 animals of over 110 exotic species in the zoo. The lovely
landscape and spectacular views of the Seletar Reservoir, along with the breathtaking and amazing
events of the Singapore Zoo makes it the most tempting place to visit.

Another eye catching place in Singapore is underwater world. This is considered as one of the most
exciting and largest aquariums in the Asia. A walk through the corridors of this aquarium can give
you an exciting experience of sharks and rays swimming right above your head. Meanwhile,
DUGONG a sea cow is the underwater world's center of attraction. This creature attracts and
entertains visitors with its acrobatic movements. While aquarium takes you to amazing underwater
experience, a trip through the Singapore River on a boat or leisurely cruise gives you an opportunity
to explore Clarke Quay, Boat Quay, temples and other important landmarks of Singapore.

Asian Civilizations Museum built in the neo-Palladian architectural style helps visitors to gather
information related to the multi-faceted aspects of Asian cultures. With more than 1,300 pieces from
China, Southeast Asia, South Asia and Middle Asia, the museum is spread along 14,000 square
kilometers.

With a myriad of attractive spots and entertainment opportunities, Singapore can be considered as a
'must see place' among other attracting places. If you are planning to visit this nation, please make
sure that your houses are well protected with home alarm systems provide by companies like ADT
Alarm Systems. So when you are enjoying architecture of the city-state's buildings and unique
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entertainments such as the Singapore Flyer, your house will be secured in the hands of a proper
alarm system. Enjoy the countries echo-friendly landscape and never-ending nightlife in all its true
colors.
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